This paper models and analyzes task allocation methodologies for multiagent systems. The evaluation process was implemented as a collection of simulated soccer matches. A soccer-simulation software package was used as the test-bed as it provided the necessary features for implementing and testing the methodologies. The methodologies were tested through competitions with a number of available soccer strategies. Soccer game scores, communication, robustness, fault-tolerance, and replanning capabilities were the parameters used as the evaluation criteria for the multi-agent systems.
the most appropriate methods for new application domains for robot teams.
Researchers (Balch & Arkin, 1994; Balch & Parker, 2000; Balch & Ram, 1998 ) have categorized four metrics for comparing the effects of communication on performance of multi-robot systems in different applications:
• Cost: It minimizes the number of deployed robots and the cost of building of each of them.
• Time: The time required to complete the mission.
• Energy: The total energy consumed by the robots.
• Reliability/Survivability: The ability of team to survive and provide reliable performance.
Parker (2001) reported a new set of metrics, which used eight parameters to evaluate a multi-robot system operating in a specific environment, performing a known set of tasks such as moving objects and observing targets. Such metrics introduced to evaluate multi-robot systems are not general purpose and cannot be applied to a wide range of applications. Goldberg and Mataric (1997 , 2002 used the three applicationbased criteria for evaluating and comparing different multi-robot systems' performance:
1. Inter-robot collision 2. Distance traveled by each robot 3. Time
One of major characteristics of multi-robot systems is the heterogeneity versus homogeneity the distributed system. A number of factors have great influence on making a team of robots heterogeneous, such as sensor tuning, hardware design, software design, system wear-ability, or even different experiences of robots capable of learning (Parker, 2001) . A team may include different number of robots of different types. A team made of different robots can benefit from the diversity of robots' capabilities.
The heterogeneous robot teams can be divided in two major categories of functional heterogeneity, where all team members are not capable of performing all the require tasks and some expert robots exist, and behavioral heterogeneity, where the robot behave differently. Another concept is pseudoheterogeneity, where during task allocation some tasks are assigned based on different initial condition of the robots such as their current location or speed.
Additionally, by assigning tasks based on the priority of the robot or its ID, one can design a simple heterogeneous system composed of many robots. Goldberg and Mataric (2000) defined robustness as the ability of completing the global task in presence of partial or complete failure of parts of the group. This is not a directly measurable quantity. One way for relating robustness to a measurable quantity is to compare time of completing a predefined task with or without the presence of partial failure for a variety of different architectures.
ROBOTIC SOCCER
Robotic soccer, a challenging and difficult task, is a suitable domain for experimenting with new methodologies and concepts in multi-robotic systems. The important characteristics of robotic soccer are (1) its deterministic character that provides measurable feedback about performance in contrast to vaguely defined domains, (2) its complexity, and (3) allowed and all components of the sensing system must be onboard the robots, and the robots cannot place any landmark on the field.
One RoboCup competition is the simulation league, a league of simulated soccer matches. The official simulation software for RoboCup is called Soccer server. In Soccerserver, teams have 11 players, each has a specified robotic controller to provide its characteristic and to support the team's strategy, and every simulated team actually consists of a collection of these programs.
Many computers are networked together for this competition to take place.
The online coach competition is part of Soccerserver, for which coaches cooperate and guide different teams utilizing the standard coaching language (Werger & Mataric, 2001 TeamBots was selected and used for the simulation of the experiments reported in this paper, because of its hardware interface that makes the code independent of low-level sensor fusion and motor control. In addition, it has the most similarity to real robotic development, which has resulted in TeamBots being a popular simulator in robotics research.
TeamBots provides a group of Java classes called Clay that encapsulates the functional requirements of writing behavior-based control systems. Clay inherits the advantages of Java that enables it to combine, abstract, and mix behaviors. Clay is a powerful and flexible package for creating a broad range of complex controls. Clay was used to program robot controllers for the teams of simulated robots used in this paper. Perceptual schemas embedded in motor schemas, were developed to process sensory data.
SoccerBots, a part of the TeamBots software distribution, is a research tool for multi-robot application in a soccer environment. SoccerBots is an attempt to integrate the software and hardware aspects of robotics technology. The software is also an attempt to separate robotics software control (behaviors, learning, etc.) from robotics hardware architecture.
Other Soccer Simulation Systems
A number of other soccer simulation systems provide the users with the ability to play simulated soccer.
MissionLab, developed at the Georgia Institute of Technology (Atlanta, GA, USA., provides unique features via its software components, including a console-like program for monitoring the progress of runs, a graphical tool for building robot behaviors, compilers, and a hardware server that directly controls all the robot hardware and provides a standard interface for all the robots and sensors. In addition, new concepts such as Q-learning and specialized reinforcement learning are supported. One interesting feature of this simulation is its real robot interface, which allows generated missions of simulation to compile and transform to C++ codes. The C++ programs are in a structure that can run on common robots such as ActivMedia Pioneer AT,
RWI Urban Robot, and Nomadics Technologies Nomad 150 and 200.
Stage is a scaleable multiple robot simulator, developed at the University of Southern California interactive lab (Los Angeles, CA, USA). Stage simulates a collection of mobile robots moving in and sensing a twodimensional bitmapped environment. Various sensor models are provided, including laser rangefinder, sonar, odometer, and pan-tilt-zoom camera.
Slight change is required to move from simulation to hardware, and back.
Several controllers designed in Stage have been demonstrated to work on real robots.
Swarm, developed at the Santa Fe Institute (Santa Fe, NM, USA) using Objective C, is used for the simulation of complex systems. Its architecture allows simulating a set of robots interacting with others simultaneously (Swarm, 2007) .
University, Pittsburgh, PA, USA), provides a general-purpose framework for building robot systems that combine deliberative and reactive control (TCA, 2007) .
RESEARCH APPROACH
This section addresses the research approach reported in this paper and tackles the questions defined by Lesser (1995,) , with respect to the important aspects of multi-agent systems:
1. How to formulate, decompose, and allocate the problem?
2. What is the communication mechanism provided as part of a solution?
3. How to provide effective teamwork and how to solve potential conflicts?
Selected research approaches to generate cooperation in multi-robot soccer teams using dynamic task allocation methodologies are described in this section. Noteworthily, two decisions regarding the architecture in the design of multi-robot systems were made. At the group level, distributed architecture was chosen because the nature of the selected application is distributed and requires more than one robot player. At the robot level, control was divided into two architectures. The schema-based approach was used for low-level parallel controls, and the behaviors as collection of simple behaviors using subsumption architecture were selected. Because each robot behavior can be viewed as an independent agent, behavior-based robotics (Brooks, 1986 (Brooks, , 1990 Pirjanian, 1998a Pirjanian, , 1998b facilitates developing robotic controls to study multi-agent task allocation systems in robotic environment.
This concept was used in the implementation of the selected task allocation systems.
Robotic Architectures
Robotic architectures are structures for developing robot controls that impose restrictions on the solution domain by limiting it to an architectural definition. One of the main approaches to robot control is the traditional deliberative strategy, a top-down design that utilizes a central model of the world. Each robot uses this model to process sensory input data and produce actions based on it. As the result of the actions, the robot updates its world model to match the new changes in the environment (Moravec & Cho, 1989) .
Dynamic environments such as real world applications are too uncertain, and changes are too common so that replanning is always necessary. Additionally shown is that they cannot scale very well in dynamic applications (Brooks, 1991) .
There is another mechanism for robotic control, called reactive. Unlike deliberative strategy, reactive controls are bottom-up designs that do not use world representations. Such designs are different from other artificial intelligence programs because they do not perform any search. However, reactive systems are designed to use a set of condition-action pairs, which is similar to some expert systems. Reactive systems use pairs of data that map sensory input to actuator output. This mapping can have different structures but they serve the same purpose (Brooks & Connell, 1986; Connell, 1990) .
The major weakness of the reactive control is its inflexibility. Complex and dynamic environments and even a complex robot control can overwhelm the adaptability and flexibility of its hard-coded rules (Mataric, 1997) . Indeed, a trade-off between on-line computation and stored information distinguishes these two approaches from each other.
There is a third approach called hybrid, which benefits from both reactive and deliberative methods. Hybrid uses a deliberative method for high-level tasks and uses reactive method for low-level and urgent tasks. This architecture has many sub-control systems like RAP (reactive planning). (Arkin, 1987,) , contingency plans (Connell, 1992,) , schemas , and so on. Behavior-based control, and more specifically schemabased architecture, was chosen because of its unique features that are explained in later sections.
Behavior-Based Robotics
Behavior-based robotics was selected as the robotic control paradigm in this paper. First introduced by Brooks (1986 Brooks ( , 1990 Brooks ( , 1991 , behaviors are basic units for control, representation, and learning for abstracting robot architecture. These units of control law must satisfy a set of constrains to achieve and maintain their goals. Because of its close relation with multiagent systems, this approach facilitates developing robotic controls that enable the study of multi-agent task allocation systems in a robotic environment. This relation is rooted in the knowledge that each behavior can be viewed as an independent agent. This concept has been used in the implementations of selected task allocation systems. Behavior-based control is an extension of reactive architecture, which also has certain features of the deliberative approach. It is possible to store world presentation and state in a behavior control. Nevertheless, that does not mean that it uses a central model or representation. Although, it has some reactive components, behavior-based control is usually more than just a table look-up like reactive methods.
One of the main features of behavior-based control is the occurrence of emergent behaviors. Emergent behaviors are resulted as interaction of different lower-level behaviors. They are usually unpredicted and can be collective tasks. The conceptual approach of behavior-based robotic suggests a hierarchical and distributed control to solving behavior arbitration. The same concept was used in behavior-based approaches by running behavior validation tests in a top-down manner.
Motor-Schema
Researchers in the field of psychology have originated the concepts of schemas, but in the present paper, the definition of schema from application of schemas in brain theory and robotics is used. Schemas are adaptive control systems that use their sensory data to update the systems behaviors. Arkin (1987) defines a schema as the basic unit of behavior from which complex actions can be constructed. A schema consists of the knowledge of how to act or perceive as well as the computational process by which it is enacted.
Motor-Schema is a control architecture that has biological roots; it is a higher-level abstraction for robot control that is similar to subsumption architecture . Schemas define behaviors as concurrent robot controls and they are stored as pairs of (sense, react) rules. According to Arkin, (1987 , schema behaviors are large grain abstractions that can be reused as needed. Additionally, schema behaviors act distributed and concurrently and have cognitive support.
Motor schemas are different form other behavioral controls in the following manners:
• Behavior output is computed as vectors using potential fields approach.
• Coordination can be achieved as a result of vector manipulations.
• Behaviors do not have a priori hierarchy.
• Each behavior plays a rule to produce a global output. This share or strength is a scalar multiplier that is applied to the output vector. The schema output summation function was used in all the selected approaches in this paper. Except that, some of the task allocation methodologies required some changes in schema features. Behavioral assemblages were developed, which are groups of motor-schemas to produce behaviors that are more complex. These are explained in later sections.
SELECTED TASK ALLOCATION METHODOLOGIES
It was attempted to solve a complex, high-level, distributed and team-oriented task by proposing a few low-level local control systems. A few robot architectures were proposed for individual robots that could collectively perform complex tasks at multi-agent level. All the methodologies for task allocation have been adapted to the hostile and dynamic environment of a soccer match. Figure 1 shows the behaviors used in higher-level architecture behavior-based and in lower-level motor schema and subsumption architecture.
Three methodologies, namely, Alliance, Territorial, and Reactive were chosen for soccer teams and are described in the following sections.
Alliance
Alliance is a fully distributed and fault-tolerant robotic architecture that allocates loosely coupled tasks to a team of heterogeneous robots (Parker, 1993, 1994, 1996, 1997a, 1998, 1999 globally. An extended approach called L Alliance (Parker, 1995 (Parker, , 1997b incorporates the applications of learning in Alliance.
The selection of a suitable task is based on a concept called motivation.
Motivations in Alliance are mathematically modeled using two functions of impatience and acquiescence. Each robot has a partial knowledge of its own and other robots' state. This partial knowledge plus impatience and acquiesce is used to calculate the level of activation as a probability value computed for suitability of actions. Impatience happens when a robot perceives that another robot (considering its effect on the environment) has not achieved enough.
Acquiesce happens when a robot understands its incapability to complete a task using its sensory feedback.
Alliance was selected as one of the task-allocation methodologies because it enables a team of robots to react systematically to the changes of environment and to the modifications of the team. However, there are a few differences between Alliance in the contexts that the developers defined it and its use in soccer. It was necessary to adapt and incorporate additional features into the methodology. One difference between original Alliance algorithm and this implementation is the availability of free robots. The developers assume that robot R1 will take over an uncompleted task T1 when robot R2 acquiesces it and R1 has already completed its own task. Therefore, it was assumed that R1 is idle and waiting for the result of R2. But in robot soccer, robot R1 is never idle and therefore is never available to take over a task. In this implementation, a customized definition for motivation was used to adjust to this dynamic and competitive environment. Additionally, soccer simulation systems provide a sensible environment for vision sensors by using a global vision application. There are advantages to using this feature, which out-performs the incomplete and local sensory data used by developers. it does, the current time, and when it starts the task. The first thing each robot checks is its perceptual inputs. If the perceptual schemas confirm some actions, then other criteria will be checked in order to select a task. When a robot activates one of its behavior sets, it must inhibit all other tasks by changing their motivational impatience value to zero.
When robot R1 is doing task T1 for some time less than the threshold time, then robot R2 must calculate its impatience parameter for doing task T1 using a slow rate. Robot R2 is aware of this fact because it received a communication message indicating such. Other wise robot R2 must use a fast rate. In this modified version, a very aggressive version was used and fast rate passes the motivation threshold in two simulation time slices. Slow rate passes the threshold in less than eight time slices. If robot Ri receives the first message from another robot indicating the starting of a task, then Ri must reset the associated impatience value. A robot gives up its task when it has worked on it for some time (more than required limit) and another robot is willing to do the job, or if the robot has worked on a task for a very long time.
To react robustly and coherently, teams of robots must provide two general strategies to win the game: defense and offense. In this implementation of Alliance, motivations were mathematically modeled to express acquiescence and impatience based on these two situations: scoring and preventing the opponent from scoring. These situations have the top two priorities, while other activities support these main goals.
The defense strategy is illustrated in Figure 2 . The left (light) team defends its goal against the opponent, which is to the right (dark). The illustrated strategy is called man-2-man defense. Each agent blocks an opponent. The ball is in the opponent's control.
In modeling the acquiescence, in a case where robot R1 has tried unsuccessfully for some time to stop an opponent attacker that controls the ball, R1 sends a signal claiming that it acquiescence the task of stopping the attacker. Yet, as this task has the top priority in the defense situation, it continues to do the task at least to slow the attack. Robot R2, the closest teammate, must also acquiescence its task to join R1 to stop the danger. The term closest can be defined in different forms depending on its concept. In defense closest means a point between the goal and the ball. Each robot based on the priority of its task must acquiescence its task and start the higher priority task. This chain continues until the least significant task will be left undone. In modeling of the impatience, when robot R1 has tried unsuccessfully for some time to stop an opponent attacker that controls the ball, robot R2, which has the best situation to defend the goal, becomes impatience. Robot R2 acquiescence its task and tries to stop the attacker, while R1 will continue to stop the attacker.
A typical offensive strategy is illustrated in the Figure 3 , where the left (light) team is on the offensive against the opponent, which is the dark team.
The ball is in light team's control. If another teammate has a better chance to score and it is possible to pass, then do the robot would not drive the ball 
Territorial Task Division
Schneider-Fontan and Mataric (1998) present a task allocation methodology to reduce robot interference by separating the robots' workspace. This technique introduces a territorial task allocation that enables the control system to assign an individual territory to each robot. The separated territories can be resized by adding and removing robots dynamically, which provides fault-tolerance capability for this methodology. This method can be applied to task allocations in soccer games. Indeed, in a real soccer game, each player has a very specific and spatially restricted play environment. This space-related characteristic separates goalie, defender (back), mid-field (halfback), and forward from each other because each of these tasks has a pre-assigned spatial definition. For instance, the goalie is closer to the team's own goal and the forward is closer to the opponent's goal. This mapping between tasks and territories allows for a more systematic implementation. This methodology is founded based on the concept that interference is a key factor that prevents mobile robots from gaining their maximum performance when operating as a team. Abating interference and maximizing synergy are the foci of this selected approachto allocating tasks.
Methodology and representation.
A homogeneous team of robots was used to implement the concept of territorial task division, in which each robot was assigned equal space. The soccer field was divided into five territories, namely, goal, back, halfback, mid-forward, and forward. These territories are shown in Figure 4 . The total workspace is rectangular area that is bounded by (xmin, ymin) and (xmax, ymax). Each robot has an individual a priori workspace. This workspace defines the allocated task for the player. Each robot tries to go behind the soccer ball in its own Working Area to get the control of the ball. When it gets the control of the ball, the robot drives the ball to the Attacking Area, passes it to Positioning Area, and then returns to its Working Area. The Working Area is the area that a robot tries to gain the control of the ball and move it to the Attacking Area. The Attacking Area is one working area closer to opponent's goal and provides a better scoring chance for the team compared with the Working Area, unless the Working Area is immediately in an opponent's goal area. The scoring position is the Fig. 4 : A Possible territorial division and the tasks allocated to each related territory place that a teammate can receive a pass in its own Attacking Area from one; or a place that allows one to score.
All the workspaces were assigned the same length, which was | YmaxYmin I but the width of each workspace depended on the number of robots.
This dependency on the number of robots allows the control system to apply a dynamic workspace to each robot to handle faulty situations. The workspace width was calculated as:
The geography of each behavior was changed, and each behavior was closely related to the robot's position. Therefore, the strategy that was used for Alliance was not suitable for Territorial approach. Additionally, in Alliance a heterogeneous team was implemented while the Territorial method required a homogenous team. The algorithm consisted of a sequence of commands: While the robot does not have the ball, it gets behind the ball. If the robot has the ball, if it can score, it scores otherwise drives it to next Working Area. If the robot is in the next Working Area and has the ball, it plays safe (passes it safely to the teammate) or leaves it in the Attacking Area position. If a robot can score, it scores. The robot returns to its own Working Area. This approach uses only one behavior. Each robot reacts to its environment by using this behavior. First, it uses a perceptual schema to find its territory. After that, it tries to follow the ball and even get behind the ball in its territory. If the ball is not in its territory, the robot just tries to be in the best location inside its territory that can receive the ball. If the ball is inside the robot's territory, then the robot gets behind it. If the robot manages to get the control of the ball, it drives the ball to the next territory (Attacking Area) and kicks the ball in the best direction, meaning that if the ball is inside the forward area, the robot shoots it toward the goal, otherwise the robot passes the ball to the best location.
Static and Reactive Task Allocation
Static and Reactive Task Allocation is a simple task allocation methodology that uses a static and reactive compiled algorithm for a schemabased robotic soccer team. In this approach, the required tasks are mapped to robots during the design time. A team of five robots was tested in a series of soccer matches, for which where the following four tasks were used: (1) Goalie, (2) Defense, (3) Lead or attacker, and (4) Blocker. A robot was assigned to each of these tasks except the defense task, which had two robots.
All robotic concepts that were discussed in previous sections were considered and implemented, including schemas and behavior-based robotics. The descriptions of the tasks are also the same as those defined in Alliance.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Applied Research Criteria
To evaluate task allocation methodologies described in the previous section, we used the following parameters
•
Score. It is usually argued that most of the time the better team is the winner. Additionally, score provide the capability to compare defensive versus offensive strategies of a team. A team that scores more has a better offensive capability; and a team that receives fewer goals has a better defensive capability.
• Communication is usually expensive, as it includes the hardware required to provide it and the software for processing it. The total number of messages passed during a soccer match was used as a utility parameter because this number could be calculated during a soccer game.
• Fault-Tolerance involved studying the effects of removing agents from a cooperative team of soccer players.
• Number of Behavior Changes. The average number of behavior changes for each agent was computed, as these changes could be related to cost.
• Play against each other. The results of teams playing against each other provide a viable parameter for comparisons.
Scores
The selected methodologies were tested in a tournament with a league of 16 soccer teams that played in a round robin fashion against each other. The calculations included the scores, number of wins, number of tie games, number of lost games, scored goals, and received goals.
First, the teams were tested in the absence of failure by assuming that all robots perform their tasks completely without failure. 
Fault-Tolerant
The fault-tolerance and robustness of selected methodologies were where Alliance has the highest and Territorial has the lowest. This is reflected in Figure 12 , as Alliance has the most number of wins and Territorial has the least number. Figure 13 displays the number of tie games for completeness;
however, the number of tie games by itself cannot be used to determine the overall performance of the algorithms in regards to fault-tolerance. The number of losses is further evidence for the fault-tolerance of the Alliance system. The total number of goals received also reflects the same The results are shown in Figure 17 . 
Number of Behavior changes
The average number of behavior changes was another criterion used for evaluating implemented methodologies. Such changes can increase the general cost as they contribute to the complexity of the controls. The changes require new planning steps and need to change motor parameter, which is an energy consumer. The average numbers of behavior changes for each robot were calculated and then the averages for the whole team were calculated.
Finally, the average for the entire tournament was computed. As expected, the most dynamic approach changed behaviors most often. The dynamic task allocation property of Alliance provided the advantage of flexible behavior selection, which also makes it more expensive. Territorial approach also required behavior changes for robots when they were in working area or attacking area. The results are shown in Figure 18 .
Comparing Competing Methodologies
The results of matches between methodologies are included in this section. First, the teams competed in a fault-free environment and the results are shown in Table 1 . Next, the teams were tested by allowing them to compete while both teams were faulty through the loss of one of their players.
The results are included in Table 2 . 16% of its performance. We should point out that all the methodologies were application dependent and the results are only for the game of soccer within the described conditions, and other applications were not tested.
Although Teambots provided a close similarity to real environment, a simulation system cannot be as good as real environment. Situated and embodiment are two main characteristic of mobile robot research that cannot exist in simulation systems.
Because methodologies were application dependent, they had to be changed in order to adapt to their new environment. This adaptation was not the best modification and other versions may be more efficient. In addition, each methodology required different strategy based on their limitation and capabilities. Evaluation could be more precise if there was a canonical strategy that uniquely could be applied to all of them.
